KEENELAND - October 4, 2008 - Race 9
STAKES Thoroughbred Club of America S. Grade 3 - For Thoroughbred Three Year Old and Upward Fillies and Mares
Six Furlongs On The All Weather Track
Track Record: (He Loves Me Not - 1:08.30 - April 12, 2007)

Purse: $300,000 Guaranteed
Available Money: $300,000
Value of Race: $300,000 1st $186,000, 2nd $60,000, 3rd $30,000, 4th $15,000, 5th $9,000

Weather: Clear  Track: Fast
Off at: 5:31  Start: Good for all

Pgm Horse Name (Jockey)  Wgt M/E PP Start 1/4 1/2 Str Fin Odds Comments
1 Indyanne (Albarado, Robby)  118 LA  1 6 1 1/4 1 1/2 1 1/2 Head 1.70* rail mid turn, lasted
7 Wild Gams (Mena, Miguel)  120 LA  5 4 5 1 2 2 2 4 3.20 drifted in 1/8 pl
5 Sugar Swirl (Bejarano, Rafael)  122 LA  3 2 3 1/2 2 1/2 2 1/2 2 1/4 3.40 4 wide into turn
10 Indian Delight (Douglas, Rene)  118 L  8 7 8 8 8 Head 4 1/2 4 3/4 19.40 5 wide 1/4 pl
9 Sweet Hope (Desormeaux, Kent)  118 LA b  7 8 8 8 8 8 Head 5 1/2 6 1/4 8.70 6 wide into stretch
8 Any Limit (Velasquez, Cornelio)  122 L f  6 3 4 1/2 3 1/2 3 1/2 3 4 6.00 3-4 wide turn
6 Cash's Girl (Caraballo, Jose)  120 LA f  4 5 7 2 7 1/2 6 Head 7 3/4 23.90 no menace
4 Graeme Six (Leparoux, Julien)  120 L  2 1 2 1/2 4 1/2 7 1/2 8 7 Head 26.80 3 wide into turn

Fractional Times: 21.77 44.54 56.16  Final Time: 1:08.50

Winner: Indyanne, Gray or Roan Filly, by Indian Charlie out of Merchant, by Silver Ghost. Foaled Apr 20, 2005 in Kentucky.
Breeder: Offshoot Farm LLC.
Winning Owner: Heerensperger, David and Jill

Scratched Horse(s): Dhanyata (IRE), Golden Doc A

Total WPS Pool: $534,829

Pgm Horse  Win Place Show  Wager Type  Winning Numbers  Payoff  Pool
1 Indyanne  5.40 3.40 2.80  $2.00 Exacta  1-7 18.00 292,089
7 Wild Gams  3.40 2.60  $2.00 Trifecta  1-7-5 53.20 216,790
5 Sugar Swirl  3.00  $0.10 Superfecta  1-7-5-10 21.88 107,304

Trainers: 1 - Gilchrist, Greg; 7 - Perkins, Jr., Benjamin; 5 - Frankel, Robert; 10 - Duggan, David; 9 - Kenneally, Eddie; 8 - Jerkens, H.; 6 - Ritchey, Timothy; 4 - Amoss, Thomas
Owners: 1 - Heerensperger, David and Jill; 7 - New Farm; 5 - Stronach Stables; 10 - Zito, Louis and Fingleton, Donall; 9 - High Bank Syndicate; 8 - Joseph V. Shields, Jr.; 6 - Cash is King LLC; 4 - O'Grady, Tom, Martin, Johns and Team West Side Stables;

Footnotes
INDYANNE set the pace off the rail, moved to the inside midway through the turn, responded in the stretch and lasted late. WILD GAMS within striking distance off the rail, angled for the drive, drifted in in midstretch when reeling in the leader, was straightened and rallied willingly to be steadily gaining in the late stages. SUGAR SWIRL forwardly placed from the start, raced four wide into the turn, moved in a path with three furlongs to go, held on well to the stretch and tired. INDIAN DELIGHT reserved three wide, angled out five wide late on the turn but lacked a closing bid. SWEET HOPE outran for a half, angled six wide into the stretch but could not threaten. ANY LIMIT within striking distance three wide, angled out a bit approaching the stretch but tired. CASH'S GIRL unhurried off the inside, angled out for the drive but could not menace. GRAEME SIX closest to the pace, was three wide into the turn and faded the final quarter.
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